Opposite: Denver-based
Laura Kottlowski
discovered the wonder of
wild ice a few years ago.
This page: A drone
captures natural
formations in the ice.

Every winter, in the quiet town of Gunnison, Colorado,
a motley crew of skating enthusiasts go on the hunt
for pristine but perilously thin ice—and if they’re lucky,
find perfection without falling in.
Words HEATHER BALOGH ROCHFORT
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sand—but I immediately spot four tiny silhouettes in
the middle of the res. One is pirouetting and leaping
over the ice with the grace of a gazelle, but all four
are skimming upon the eerily smooth surface as if
propelled by magic. Fixated, I watch as one skater
pushes off with a powerful stride that carries him
no less than 15 feet before his tempo slows. It takes
him fewer than 10 strides to cover the length of the
football-field distance between us. He is barely out
of breath by the time he reaches me at the shoreline.
He gestures to the PFD dangling in my hand.
“You coming out?” asks local landscape
photographer Dave Kozlowski (aka Koz). “Better
put that on. There’s some thin ice out there and we
wanna make sure you float.”
This is the world of wild ice, a grassroots sport
that attracts enthusiastic athletes who view the
risk of skating on razor-thin black ice as a matter of
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t’s 8 a.m. on a surprisingly sunny November morning
and my Subaru’s thermometer just flipped to a balmy
9 degrees. Bracing myself for the onslaught of nostrilpiercing frosty air, I throw open the car door and
stumble down the beach, laden with a curious trio of
gear: a personal flotation device, microspikes and a
camp chair. The morning front-desk attendant at my
hotel chuckled when I exited the building 15 minutes
earlier: “You planning on swimming today?” he
teased with a boisterous laugh as he salted the icedover front step. I cautiously moved around him and
threw a quick smile as I hurried on my way. Today’s
conditions were rarer than a powder day.
Now standing on the shore of Blue Mesa Reservoir
just to the west of Gunnison, Colorado, I shield my
eyes from the blinding sun and scan the icy horizon
as wispy puffs of freezing breath shroud my line
of sight. It’s early—very few cars are parked in the

Gunnison is a prime
location for wild ice,
where a clear frozen
layer can reveal the
bright colors below.

perception. Widely popular in Sweden, this nascent
American hobby has yet to grow legs stateside. The
concept is simple: Hit the ice when it just begins to
freeze but before any snow mars its perfection. In this
perilously thin state, the ice is downright pristine—
and totally dynamic.
“It’s quit-your-job ice,” says Chris Haas, the owner
of the local Tune-Up Ski and Bike Shop. “You won’t
find a smoother surface in nature, and with such
beautiful surroundings. When it hits, you go.”
The secret is in the science. Thanks to absurdly
cold temperatures, Gunnison is already a prime
location for chasing wild ice. But the term black ice
is a misnomer; this stuff is very different from the
ice you see while driving on the road. Known as
congelation ice, the frozen crystals grow downward
in a columnar fashion from the surface of a calm lake
or body of water. This forms minimal bubbles in the
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ice, creating a strong-yet-clear layer on the surface. In
deep water like the reservoir, the ice looks black since
the water below absorbs all the light. In shallower
rivers and ponds, the ice appears as colorful as the
surface beneath it.
“We pioneered Antero Lake near Fairplay once
and the entire pond was a brilliant red color,” says
Haas, who began seeking wild ice in 1984. “We soon
realized that the ice was literally as clear as glass and
we were actually seeing red thanks to the adobe mud
six feet below the surface.”

“IT’S QUIT-YOUR-JOB ICE. YOU
WON’T FIND A SMOOTHER SURFACE
IN NATURE. WHEN IT HITS, YOU GO.”
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“WHEN YOU GO IN, IT FEELS LIKE
YOUR HEART STOPS AND YOUR
BRAIN SHUTS DOWN.”
Contrary to appearances, wild ice is moderately
safe—if you know what you’re doing. The logic is the
same as the three-dimensional stress distribution
utilized in an arch construction. The thin ice flexes
under the weight of a skater, creating spectacular
sci-fi laser sounds as it bends around the water
beneath it. Assuming the ice is thicker than the
minimum, surrounding ice plates compress together
to bolster the additional weight. As the ice thins, the
laser sounds grow frenzied and higher pitched.
Of course, minimal thickness is a matter of
preference. Most of the Gunnison cadre prefer ice
anywhere from 1.75 to 2.5 inches thick. Anything
chunkier—known as jungle ice—isn’t worth their
time because it’s been around long enough for
weather to spoil its virgin surface. And anything
thinner? You’re swimming.
Tom Pulaski, another Gunnison skater who has
chased wild ice for decades, is known for his affinity
for icy submersions. When I ask him how many times
he has gone in, he shrugs and responds: “Maybe 20
or 30?” But his expression tells me that he isn’t sure,
because the number doesn’t matter. For Pulaski, it’s
all about training his mind to handle the shock of an
icy plunge.
“When you go in, it feels like your heart stops
and your brain shuts down. It’s hard to control
yourself enough to think rationally when you’re in
that state,” he says during a quick conversation at
the informal base camp of lawn chairs on the edge
of Blue Mesa. “The more I feel that freezing water,
the more I understand how I will react and be better
equipped to handle it.”
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With so many polar plunges to his name, Pulaski
quit collecting duck patches a long time ago. Unique
to the Gunnison crew, each skater earns a merit patch
with a duck on it after he or she breaks through the ice
for the first time. When asked if the patch is a badge of
honor or shame, Western Pilates owner Kenny Marks
laughs and responds: “I’m not sure. Maybe both?”
Longtime skater and retired teacher Barb Haas—
Chris’s wife—has miraculously avoided swimming in
nearly 35 years of chasing wild ice. But that doesn’t
mean she can rest easy. After all, tattoo artist Gale
Levins began skating in 1994 and it wasn’t until a few
years ago that she earned her duck patch.
After dealing with a nasty end to a romantic
relationship, Levins knew the one place she wanted
to be was on the ice. She headed out to 20-mile-long
Blue Mesa with her speed skates, hoping to log 40
or 50 miles in an effort to clear her brain. While she
wore the appropriate safety gear—PFD, ice picks and
throw bag around her waist containing 100 feet of
rope—she admits she skated recklessly.
“I was hauling ass—maybe like 20 mph with a
tailwind—and emotionally traumatized. I needed to
live on the edge,” Levins remembers.
Her heart pounded with exertion as she skated
harder and faster, harder and faster. Each blade
stroke left a sharp contrail on the glassy surface,
distancing Levins from the shoreline as she chased
her mental demons farther onto thinner-than-thin
ice. Oblivious to the frenetic laser symphony erupting
deep beneath her, Levins had no warning. One
minute she was flying and then BAM!
Glacial darkness.
The frigid water enveloped her as razor-edged ice
shards fragmented from the surface. In her rashness to
escape, Levins broke the cardinal rule: She was alone.
“I kept trying to seal-flop out of the water using my
picks, but the ice kept exploding around me,” Levins
recounts. “It was like climbing on broken glass, all the
jagged edges chewing up my forearms and mangling
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Veteran skater Tom
Pulaski takes a
voluntary practice
plunge into freezing
water while his
loyal dog, Shep,
stands guard.

On the ultrasmooth
surface, skaters can
cover the length of a
football field in fewer
than 10 strides.

“WE DIDN’T WANT THE WHOLE WORLD
KNOWING ABOUT OUR ICE. THIS WAS
OUR LITTLE SECRET.”

Kottlowski, a former
collegiate figure
skater, makes a leap
for the sunset.

Pioneering unspoiled ice is inherently dangerous.
In Sweden, ice picks are a legal requirement and
tours are quite common, with guides carrying augers
to check ice depth for paying clients. The Gunnison
crew isn’t nearly as fancy; they’re like the Wild West
counterpart to their posh European relatives. Rather
than drill holes—“That takes too much time,” Koz
explains—the Gunnison skaters use a trusty-yetsimple method: throwing rocks.
Laden down with softball-sized rocks, two or
three pioneers spread out along the uncharted
territory. Once they hit questionable ice, one of them
lobs a rock up into the air like a fly ball. If it bounces,
the ice is skateable. If it sticks, the crew needs to
wait another day. And if it breaks through the ice,
they need to get the heck out of there. The pattern
continues until the ice busters have marked out a safe
skating space that’s ready for the group.
In the early days, the ice pioneers rallied the
troops via an effective-yet-antiquated phone tree that
alerted the gang to the prospect of fresh ice. But in
2012, Barb Haas founded the “Ice Is a Love Story”
Facebook group, which changed everything. True to
her schoolteacher background, Haas is a welcoming
and kind soul who gleans pleasure from sharing wild
ice with others. But not everyone in Gunnison is as
altruistic as Haas.
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my thighs. Finally, I stopped moving and thought:
Man, I really fucked up.”
Unbeknownst to Levins, Pulaski saw her disappear
from across the reservoir. He sped toward her but
the volatile ice prevented him from getting too close.
Desperate, he grabbed his throw rope and began
tossing it at the splashing water. His first throw
missed. His second throw missed. Finally, his third
toss hit Levins square in the chest as his line extended
its full length. She grabbed onto the life rope and he
dragged her body to safer ground. It wasn’t until she
arrived home hours later that the adrenaline faded
and the shaking began: She could’ve died.
Life-saving moments like Levins’ aren’t the norm,
but they are the reality of this risk-filled sport. The
Gunnison crew takes safety seriously. Each skater
dons the trio of safety gear during each skate,
understanding that Mother Nature can be a fickle
villain. Gear is paramount because it may save a
friend’s life.

Skaters throw
softball-sized rocks
to test the ice. If
the rock bounces,
they’re good to go.

“It tore the ice group apart,” Levins says. “The
dynamic completely changed.”
Newcomers descended on Blue Mesa. In a glaring
commentary on climate change, skiers disappointed
with the lack of snow at nearby Crested Butte
sought adventure via the black ice down the road in
Gunnison. The original group’s numbers doubled,
angering those who consider themselves ice purists.
“We didn’t want the whole world knowing about
our ice,” Levins admits. “This was our little secret and
we didn’t want gangs of hockey skaters with stereos
tearing things up.”

But it is far from an anti-newcomer mentality, as
the decades-long skaters welcome those who arrive
equipped, prepared and educated. Laura Kottlowski,
a Denver-based former collegiate figure skater,
discovered wild ice a few years ago and now lodges
with her Gunnison ice family every time she comes
to skate. Crested Butte ski guide Alex Banas began
skating last year during a low-snow season and says
everyone he meets epitomizes generous mountain
folk. It isn’t that the original ice crew is hoarding the
ice for themselves. Rather, the ice purists fear for the
potential loss of their wintry playground.
Located smack in the middle of Colorado,
Gunnison isn’t on the way to anywhere. It doesn’t get
Crested Butte’s ski traffic, and Telluride’s glitz-andglamour crowd finds the 2.5-hour haul arduous and
unnecessary. Gunnison is a land of self-described
loners who frequently come for college at the local
Western Colorado University, fall in love with the
solitude and never leave. Those who opt to stay in this
dusty cowboy town aren’t known to enjoy crowds—
or rules.
An increase in participants raises the inherent
risk. Prepared and unprepared, as more people
step onto the ice, the likelihood of someone falling
through and injuring themselves—or worse—
becomes more of a reality.
“We don’t want it to be like Sweden, where
everything is regulated,” Levins explains. “It’s so
structured over there that they’ll send guards or
whatever out on the ice to ticket skaters if they think
it’s too thin. Let me be the judge of that.”
And Levins’ concerns may be warranted. Blue
Mesa Reservoir, the de facto home to Gunnison’s
ice posse, is managed by the Curecanti National
Recreation Area as a unit of the National Park
Service. Although the government has never shown
any interest in wild-ice skating, a tragic accident
could certainly throw Gunnison onto their radar.
On this chilly Friday in November, a dozen wild
skaters zip around the middle of the reservoir to a
cacophony of Star Wars-like laser sounds erupting
from deep within the ice. In stark contrast, two
20-something women balancing against trash cans
push off from the shore. One woman’s knees buckle
beneath her like a wobbly newborn deer, and her
friend laughs as they stumble farther out onto the
lake. It doesn’t look like they will clear the jungle ice,
but if they do, neither is wearing a lick of safety gear.
When asked how they heard of wild skating, they
look at each other before asking: “What’s that?”
One week later, the Gunnison crew pay tribute to a
friend who recently passed away in the only way they
know how: a midnight skate on Blue Mesa. Moonlight
shimmers against the crystals and shadows dance
over their faces as they speed around the lake in
memory of their friend. They build a fire on the ice,
warming their hands on the licking flames before
darting out for another lap.
A raging blizzard rolls in two days later,
blanketing the town and demolishing the pristine ice.
It’s going to be a good ski year—snow has routinely
fallen ever since. But that means that this year’s wildice season may be over in just two days.
They say it’s rarer than a powder day.
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